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How CEO Analytics helps you to optimize your production budget 

A predictive tool that is accurate, flexible and ready to go today 

CEO Analytics has already been shown as highly accurate in predicting ratings of programs. We have also developed several 

insightful data visualizations that can be used for a wide range of tasks within your production/acquisition department to improve 

programs and increase their ratings. Our Dynamic Scatter Graph allows you to combine any program or genre against any of the 

demographic variables to predict what will be successful.  

1. Program 9 (a real but anonymized program) is a magazine/variety program with different content. It lasts 60 minutes and 

run Monday-Friday in prime time. 

2. We tested 6 programming genres (also anonymized) which the network considers core pillars. 

For example: What content should we add to Program 9 in order to appeal to Women 18-34 in Mexico?  

This shows the set up of the screen: 

• Gender: Female 

• Program: 9 

• Genre: 1 (this will then change) 

• All age groups selected (under 18 was 

not a factor because advertisers were 

interested in 18-34 

• Country: Mexico 

Based on this initial chart we then go 

through the different genres. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In considering the different genres, we see that Genre 2 and 3 are similar in attracting a younger crowd (18-34) but not the 25-34 

segment while 4 is way less attractive for the 18-24 segment. Naturally, we would run all genres and programming. CEO Analytics 

predicts that Genre #1 works best on Program #9 to attract Mexican W18-34. Thus we would work with your production team to 

prevent wasted efforts and resources on other genres. 

This same analysis can be run testing not only genres, but program against program (to find cross-over elements) and using people, 

to find the best fit for on-air talent. 

Naturally, we provide full statistical analysis as well as all of the other visualizations included in our suite of reports. 

At CEO Analytics we are constantly enhancing our products to help you predict success, optimize your production budget, increase 

time spent and your ratings. If there are other visualizations you would like to see, we are absolutely open to building them. 

For any questions, clarifications or to see a fully-functional, real dashboard, please contact Marcelo Salup or Adi Asavaid at 

info@ceo-bi-analytics.com – Also, visit our website at www.ceo-analytics.com for further clarifications as to the methodology. To see 

this specific dashboard visit: 

https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiNzQyNWRiNzQtYzk3ZS00M2ZmLWFlYTgtZjRiZDIzN2Y0YzM2IiwidCI6ImEzZDFlNzgxLWYyZ

TQtNDMwOC1hYWRhLWY5YjA4ODdjZTdkMyIsImMiOjN9  
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